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SENIOR ENGINEERING HONORS 

Mercer undergraduates formed and 
mentored a robotics team comprised of 
high school students from the Macon 
area. These students were from high 
schools that do not have a robotics 
program, giving these students an 
opportunity to participate. The goal of 
the project is to form the team to allow 
future Mercer students to continue it. 
The goal of team is educate and inspire 
students in STEM fields, particularly 
engineering, in a hands-on and team 
based environment. The students 
designed, built, programed, tested, and 
documented a functioning robot to 
compete in the FIRST Tech Challenge 
competition. This was done under the 
guidance and supervision of Mercer 
undergraduates and faculty members. 
The team has completed two 
competition seasons. 

The project was successful in creating an 
environment for the students to learn 
engineering skills. The students learned 
the basics of the engineering process. 
They learned all the elements that go 
into engineering a robot; including 
designing, building, programming, and 
wiring. They learned how to prioritize 
objectives and develop a strategy for 
overcoming challenges. They also 
learned specific skills like 3D design in 
SolidWorks and Java coding. The team 
competed in a total of three 
competitions, which gave them 
experience interacting with other teams. 

The intent of this project create a 
sustainable team that future Mercer 
students can continue. The team will 
continue next season. New students will 
be added to the team, and some of the 
students from this past year will return. 

FIRST Tech Challenge (FTC) is an international robotics competition for middle 
and high school students. Teams of students will design, build, and program a 
robot. This robot will compete in a game with others. The game changes every 
year, but usually has robots performing various tasks such as manipulating 
objects, maneuvering over terrain, or analyzing the field using sensors. The 
games are played with two alliances of two robots. Successful teams will 
strategize with their alliance partner and play around their opponents. The season 
starts in September, with various local competitions between September and 
January. Georgia teams who qualify from these local events will compete at a 
state championship in February. The winners of that competition will be invited 
to attend the World Championship in April. 

The FIRST Tech Challenge game change each year, providing a new and unique 
set of challenges to the students. The past season’s (2019-2020) challenge is 
called Skystone. The primary objective of the game is to place large plastic 
rectangular elements (called “stones”) onto a platform. These stones interlock 
and can be stacked. The higher an alliance is able to stack a tower of stones, the 
more points they will receive. Teams also get points for moving the platform in 
and out of a particular zone and for placing a special “capstone” at the top of 
their stone tower. It is up to each team to evaluate the difficulty and reward of 
each challenge to prioritize different objectives. 

Figure 1. The team at the State Championship. 

Figure 2. The team with other teams based in Macon after a competition. 

Figure 3. A diagram of the Skystone playing field. Picture courtesy of FIRST 

Figure 4. The team’s robot. 

Figure 5. A student explaining the design of the 
team’s robot. 
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